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Harmony OS for Android.

Harmony OS is a free operating system designed for Huawei phones and tablets . The OS offers a range of features and also supports the use of
Android apps. Using the software is different than most OS apps and the configuration of the interface can be confusing since items are located in
other areas.

Harmony OS isn’t the only available operating system for your mobile device. If you prefer an Android OS, Android 12 beta is a quick way to try
out the OS. Additionally, you may find tools such as KingRoot useful if you dislike your current operating system.

In-charge of your device.

Harmony OS emphasizes giving you control of your mobile device. Through the side menu, you’ll find options that resemble the iOS menu. Here
you can activate WiFi, Bluetooth, Select, and many other options. The menu is in-depth and easy to understand.

Supported phones.

Harmony OS is available for many Huawei devices , including the P40, Mate 40, and Mate 30 series phones. Older devices such as the Mate 10,
P20, and P10 series of smartphones will eventually need to download the new operating system .

Widgets.

Giving you control over your widgets, Harmony OS allows you to place widgets and apps on your home screen quickly. Widgets have multiple
sizes, ideal for creating your perfect home screen with all your frequently used tools at your fingertips.

Android support.

Harmony OS supports android applications and doesn’t disable the use of Google . The operating system itself has many similarities to Android
and iOS, making it easy for new users to adapt to the device.

Interface.

Harmony OS has an interface that creates the illusion of depth . This aspect is pleasing to view and doesn’t interfere with how easily you can
navigate through menus. With a simple swipe, you’ll have all your basic options on your screen.

Our take.

Overall, Harmony OS is a great option to install on your mobile device and provides plenty of features. The operating system still supports
Android apps, allowing users to pick between those and Huawei specific apps freely. However, the software may lack support from Android app
developers due to its difference in design.



Should you download it?

Yes. If you’re tired of Android or have a Huawei mobile device, this operating system is a great alternative to install.

How to Use Widgets on an iPhone or iPad With iOS 8.

iPhones and iPads can now use widgets thanks to iOS 8. In fact, you probably already have some widgets installed — they’re all just disabled by
default. Here’s how to enable and use those widgets you already have.

Unlike on Android, widgets can’t appear on our home screen — that’s still reserved just for apps and app folders. Instead, widgets appear in your
notification center. This means you can access them from any app with a quick swipe.

Get Widgets.

Widgets on iOS are all included with an associated app. For example, the Evernote app includes an Evernote widget. You don’t have to install
anything separately.

To get widgets, just install an app that includes a widget. For example, Evernote includes a widget that allows you to quickly add notes and
Yahoo! Weather offers a weather widget with photos. News apps could offer widgets with recent stories. Productivity apps could offer quick
access to your tasks. Airline apps could display information about your next flight and even a boarding pass on this screen. We’ll see more apps
include new types of widgets in the future.

Enable Widgets.

To enable widgets, open the notification center by pulling down from the top of the screen. Tap the Edit button at the bottom of the Today view.

If you used iOS 7, you’ll notice that the confusing “Missed” tab is now gone. There are now just two tabs here — the Today view, and a
Notifications view that lists all recent notifications.

You’ll see a list of your installed widgets. The standard parts of the Today view — Today Summary, Traffic Conditions, Calendar, Reminders, and
Tomorrow Summary — are all now preinstalled widgets. Below them, you’ll see a list of widgets from apps you have installed.

Tap the + button next to a widget to enable it. You can then touch the handles at the right side of the screen and drag them up or down to
rearrange your list of widgets. Tap the – button to remove a widget from the list.

You can’t re-order some of Apple’s included widgets, but you can remove them from the list if you don’t want to see them. For example, the
Today Summary widget will always appear on top of the Today view — unless you remove it, in which case it won’t appear at all. You can’t
make it appear further down in the list.

Access and Use Widgets.

You can access widgets from anywhere — whether you’re on the home screen, in an app, or on the lock screen — by swiping down from the top
of your screen and accessing the notification center. They’ll all appear on the Today view in the order you arranged them.

These aren’t Android’s widgets: There’s no way to place widgets on your home screen, and there’s also no way to create multiple different
screens of widgets you can swipe between.

Depending on the widget, you can use buttons to quickly access parts of an app — like Evernote’s quick-note-taking buttons — or tap the widget
to open the associated app.

Do Widgets Drain the Battery?

Widgets only run and refresh their data when you open the notification center. They don’t have the ability to use “background refresh” — so, for
example, the Yahoo! Weather widget here isn’t automatically checking for new weather throughout the day. This makes them more battery-
friendly. If you’re not looking at them, they’re not using your battery.

You shouldn’t see a noticeable battery drain from using widgets. Of course, you could take this to extremes — if you added twenty widgets that all
needed to refresh data from the network and frequently accessed your notification center, you’d probably see greater battery drain on your device.

That’s it for widgets — they’re all confined to the Today view in the notification center. There are no home screen widgets, nor are there lock
screen widgets like there are on Android. Widgets also can’t be resized or positioned horizontally — something the seems a bit silly on an iPad’s
much-larger screen.

The Best Calendar App for Android and Calendar Widgets.

Manage your busy business and personal life’s schedule, appointments, and more.

Have you ever craved an app that could sync all your calendar events and apps? The following apps can give you control over your schedule with
the ability to set reminders, fulfill to-do lists, and invite friends to events you are organizing. A good calendar app will make sure you never miss an
appointment and turn your phone into your personal assistant.



With these calendar apps and widgets, you can schedule and organize your day’s activities more easily and completely. Use a great calendar
widget app to plan your day with a tap and view events at a glance.

What are the best free calendar apps/widgets for android?

The following are some of the best calendar app and calendar widget you should install on your phone. Each app on this list is unique in its own
way and will give you some advantage over the rest. These apps are not ordered in any hierarchy, but some are obviously better than others.

Google Calendar.

Google’s original calendar app runs as swiftly as the windowing to its clever quality coding from the OS experts themselves. But it’s not just the
optimum system resource usage that makes the Google calendar a great app. All your events, reminders, and birthdays are automatically
synchronized across all devices.

Moreover, You can add events from Gmail and add other events on the move. The app is very intuitive as it can even import restaurant, flight,
concert booking right from the Gmail to the calendar app. It is smart enough even to suggest event titles you might be having in mind. Once you
add contacts to events, guest list, and allow the app to find the best time to meet and even the room. Surely, the Google calendar app will save
valuable time and help you to be more productive.

Calendar widget: month.

Candl apps bring one of the best calendar widget app for android. This app has a beautiful widget that will integrate seamlessly into your home
screen. It is packed to capacity with features and functionality, and you can always tune the app to perfection, with almost every little detail
customizable.

It has a killer looks with over 80 handcrafted themes; surely, there is a theme you will love in there as well. Finding events or birthdays are super
easy, plus it also supports the lunar calendar. The widget also lets you quickly browse to-do lists and agendas.

Scheduling by Calendar.AI.

The COIVD-19 pandemic taught us how to work from home. And online meetings has become more important than ever. This AI (artificial
intelligence) powered Business Calendar & Scheduler is a smart solution for business owners and employers. It significantly improves the meetings
schedule and organizes them with the insights of participants collected from various online and social network sources.

The app uses advanced algorithms to filter data from employees and make it super easy to find the right time for a meeting. Calendar.AI supports
all the major business calendars and apps like LinkedIn, Zoom Meetings, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams & Skype, and the Google Suite to
display information. Adding a video conferencing link is relatively easy and works very well.

Business Calendar 2.

The Business Calendar is a powerful app for managing your business life with a feature-rich easy to use interface and a memory-efficient algorithm.
You can manage your business events and appointments with ease, so you do not have overlapping events in your calendar all from your phone on
the move. You will also receive weather information directly in the calendar view. Besides, the ability to integrate Google Calendar and Exchange
Calendar makes it an excellent business calendar app.

Furthermore, it has a task manager and a live search function to find agendas quickly. There are over two dozen themes, seven calendar widgets,
and multiple different looks available for customization options. Users can link contacts to appointments so that it will be easier to dial them. It runs
quietly in your background without slowing your smartphone or tablet.

Microsoft Outlook.

Most business people still rely on Microsoft applications, namely Outlook and Team, for collaborating with others. Microsoft’s official Outlook
app works fantastically with Google calendar. It shows all your Outlook-associated appointments and brings the events from Google Calendar,
Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft 365, Outlook.com, Gmail, and Yahoo Mail in the same view.

The app organizes your email contacts, reminders, and files from one place. Users can switch between email inbox and calendar effortlessly to
schedule a meeting and browse files to attach a document quickly. The app even supports android Wear OS smartwatches.

Simple Calendar Widget.

How would you like a tiny multifunctional calendar widget app that even integrates into your smartwatch? The simple calendar widget is another
simple but elegant app form j4velin apps. The app integrates with your existing calendar apps and brings upcoming appointments directly on your
home screen.

It displays weather, sports schedules, holidays, and more. This cool calendar app is minimal but full of useful features and has even the unique
ability to select which application opens on click in the widget.

Woman diary (calendar)



This easy to use calendar app has an attractive user interface is actually a combination of different apps. It will help you as a lady keep track of
menstruation period, fertility, and general fitness and health as well as the favorite pet kitten! It is one best pregnancy app for women looking to
find the most fertile days during ovulation or avoid conceiving.

This app will remind you when to weigh in at the same time each day, so you do not forget to do so. The best part is you can try it for free then
upgrade to the pro version to unlock more features and get rid of Ads.

DigiCal Calendar Agenda.

DigiCal Calendar is one of the better ways to bring your calendar and agenda to your smartphone’s screen. You get to choose between agenda
view and month view for all your upcoming events. It has a sleek material design along with various themes that also includes a dark theme. The
app offers a ton of add ons such as sports calendars, TV schedules, and more.

Users can see weather information at a glance with the calendar widgets. It’s a productivity orient app that works with Google Calendar, Exchange
Calendar, and Outlook Calendar.

Islamic Hijri Calendar.

This free Islamic calendar app lets you view current Islamic Hijri dates and their Gregorian counterparts, so a Muslim user would never miss an
important date of the Islamic faith. It shows all Muslim special days and even allows manual correction.

This app is highly beneficial and is the most popular calendar widget apps for Muslims around the world. When you live and work in a non-Muslim
community as a minority, it can be quite demanding to memorize and recall the dates and months of the Islamic calendar, and this app is the best
solution for your troubles.

Calendar+

Calendar+ is one of the popular professional schedule planner App. This app is unique in that rather than sync all your calendar data together, it
does a little better. There are multiple months, weeks, and day views that can also automatically import images from an event. Calendar+ is all in
one personal calendar app that can synchronize different events such as family, office, and personal events and synchronize with multiple calendars
from google accounts.

Surprisingly, unlike other apps, it comes with a useful hand gesture feature that makes it easy to create events by shaking the device. Users also get
various noticeable alerts like pop-ups, sounds, and vibrations for upcoming appointments.

Any.do.

Any.do is a simple and minimalistic calendar with a beautiful design and minimalist presentation. It can be integrated with Google Calendar,
Exchange, and even Facebook, which allows you to keep a diary and other personal business without creating a mess in your life. It is a decent
option for creating, managing, and organizing all sorts of to-do lists, reminders, quick notes, grocery lists, and more. Any.do has an option for
voice dictation and notifications with the sounds you want.

You can also add a beautiful widget to your desktop to review the calendar without opening the app. This free app has this amazingly fluid easy to
use a design that has made a popular app of its kind.

The Sun Ephemeris.

The Sun Ephemeris is one of the free calendar apps with a beautiful interface that displays Sunset, Sunrise, Moon positio n. You can jump to a
specific day to know the positions of naturally occurring astronomical objects in the sky on that particular day.

It offers live tracking of Sun and Moon position with a combined map view to search for a specific location. It is very important for people who are
interested in nature, outdoor, travelers, and photographers.

Event Flow Calendar Widget.

Event Flow Calendar Widget is a beautiful calendar application that works just like a widget on your desktop. It’s a great choice if you’re happy
with Google Calendar and do not want to install another application, runs from the desktop, and is sufficient to manage all tasks and Google
Calendar events. In addition to looking great, these widgets are far more complete and customizable than the Google Calendar.

Event Flow allows you to add new records to your schedule’s activities and has a tool to check weather forecasts, which allows you to have 2
widgets in 1 and save space on your desktop. It also has a deep customizing ability, including colors, fonts, and more.

aCalendar.

aCalendar – Android Calendar is one of the oldest and best-featured calendar apps. It is matured enough with useful features like customization
options, other calendar integration, tasks, themes, and more. Recently the app also added moon phases and holidays. The app is available to
download for free, but users can get more features by purchasing the premium version for $3.99.

The free version of the app offers good-looking widgets and few other useful features that you won’t find on other calendar apps. The premium



version adds a dozen extra features. You will also glad to hear that the developer donates 10% of the app revenue to preserve the rain forest.

Calendar Widget: Agenda.

Agenda Widget shows the time, date, and details of events in your calendar on the home screen of your device. This widget provides various sizes,
allowing you to adjust the size and can customize, including color, size, and text options. It comes with various preset themes and has 3 display
modes (inline, icon, and date row).

The widget looks elegant, modern, and offers good users experience with Material design language. It also shows the weather forecast, Supports
the Chinese lunar calendar and Moon phase calendar.

How calendar widget apps work?

The truth is that the stock calendar app that came with your Android smartphone is not always the best for managing your schedule. You can go
ahead and install a third-party application to integrate with your current calendar app nice and easy to improve the possibilities and ease of using
your phone to schedule events.

Benefits of using calendar widget apps.

Easier making entries : Making manual entries into each relevant calendar for the same event is exhausting and wasteful of time and effort. You can
make one entry, and the app will automatically enter the details in all other calendars. This also will sync all your calendars, so they are saying the
same things. Voice entry options are also might help when you are driving or walking.

Show events on the home screen : Displaying a snapshot of events on your screen is important as you are less likely to forget all about it as you
constantly keep seeing it.

Invite friends to events : These apps will help you invite friends to events and even pick the best time and venue to meet with the right presets.

Integrate to-do lists : Easily add tasks on your to-do list from a calendar widget on the home screen.

If you are a person who enjoys wearing his/her life with some degree of organization, it is essential that you organize your time, and organizing the
time needed to schedule. If you are a user of smartphone or tablet devices and one of those people with thousands of dates to remember, many
social activities and appointments left and right, here we present a list of the best free calendar apps for Android.

The overall best of the best free calendar app for Android depends on your kind of schedule and personal preference. First of all, are you looking
for a calendar widget app for your personal or business schedule? Do you like to use custom themes or you don’t care about that kind of thing.
These are important considerations that make it difficult to say; which of the above is the best. Which do you think is the best app for the above?
Do you use any of these or do you use one that you find most comprehensive? If so, share your preferred calendar app or widget with others in
the comments.
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